Ferguson Landscape &amp; Design Unveil Rio Gold Crazy Paving Job In
Officer
75 square metres of unique paving &amp; design

Melbourne-based landscaping company Ferguson Landscape & Design has unveiled a giant paving job completed at a residence in the south-eastern
suburbs of Melbourne.
With over 75-square metres of pavers laid, this marks as one of the largest jobs undertaken by Ferguson Landscape & Design that also maintains a
high-quality finish.
A natural stone tile, these pavers are the perfect choice for a home in the area given their strong durability and weather-resistant properties.
The design was focused on bringing a glamorous and unique style to this domestic backyard, providing an innovative flair that other backyards that
may opt for traditional pavers simply won't achieve.
Given the size of the working space, paying attention to the exact proportions and dimensions of the backyard were fundamental to the success of the
project.
With a brigade of professional and industry-experienced landscapers at Ferguson Landscape & Design, they were able to bring their clients vision to
life on-time and on-budget.
The overarching goal of every outdoor garden renovation is to help bring a sense of functionality to a yard lacking aesthetics, which is exactly what
Ferguson Landscaping set out to achieve this job.
The company offers a wide range of industry-leading services, from timber decking construction and retaining wall systems in all popular forms such
as concrete, timber, treated pine, brick and rendered block.
Each design process is purpose-built for the client and their project requirements, from commencement to completion. This ensures a high-level of
quality across the board from the very first paver laid to the very last and everything in-between.
Those who are interested about Ferguson Landscape & Design, their services and what they are able to offer can reach them via their official website.

For paving specific enquiries, interested homeowners located in Melbourne should take a look at their paving Melbourne page, given Ferguson
Landscape & Design service areas all across Metropolitan Melbourne.
For any further enquiries, those with an interest in the brand should contact Lachlan Perry, a marketing representative on behalf of Ferguson
Landscape & Design.
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